Government of West Bengal
Office of the District Magistrate, Nadia
Pool (Car) Section

QUOTATION NOTICE.

Sealed Quotation are invited for the under noted repairing work of Vehicle No. WMA/5279. Rates should be quoted including all cost. The Quotation should be reach to the Dist. Magistrate, Pool (Car) Section by 12.00 P.M. on 23-03-20 and the Quotation will be opened at 2.30 P.M. on the same day. The selected Firm should supply the Materials & other related parts. The undersigned reserves the right to cancelled any Quotation at any time without showing any reason there of.

for District Magistrate, Nadia.

Memo No. 169(8)/Pool Dated: 13-03-20

Copy forwarded for information and for wide circulation to:
1. The S.P. Nadia, Krishnagar.
2. The Adel. Executive Officer, M.Z.P.
4. The Dist. Judge, Nadia, Krishnagar.
5. The Chairman, Krishnagar Municipality, Krishnagar, Nadia.
6. The D.I.O., NIC, Nadia Collectorate, Krishnagar, Nadia.
8. The Notice Board, Pool (Car) Section.

I. Brake system overhauling with spare parts, Brake shoes lining (TVS 6 pcs), wheel cylinder & master cylinder, rubber kit, compensating, brake pedal shaft & bush & necessary part.

II. Front one & rear two Driver & & #/7 Machine Complete new to be supplied for replacement.

III. One pc. Fan belt to be supplied for replacement.